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The Effects of Cposs-age Tutopin^ on the Opal Fluency of
 
the Language Minopity Student
 
Abstpact
 
This ppoject pepopts on a study that investigated the
 
effects of cposs-age tutoping on the opal fluency of 32
 
language ninopity Califopnia 6th gpade students utilizing

thpee categopies of English conversation pponpts.

Results indicated that Linited English Ppoficient (LEP)
 
subjects outpepfopned Mative English Only (NED) subjects
 
in a cposs-age tutoping setting on one of thpee pponpt
 
categopies and denonstpated a positive attitude towapds
 
cPoss-age tutOping.
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Chapter 1
 
THE PROJECT'S GOAL
 
Intpodiict ion
 
The purpose of this project is to review both
 
historical and recent research that indicates that
 
children nay becone competent and fluent speakers when
 
the practice of cross-age tutoring is conbined with an
 
expl icit oral fluency foundation. This project will
 
focus on this theory. In addition) the project will
 
explain the conponents that nake up the theories of
 
Gomunicative conpetence and second language acquisition
 
in education.
 
The focus of this project will be in answering vital
 
questions that teachers encounter when trying to provide
 
an adequate second language acquisition progran. The
 
area of concern for this study is the effects of
 
cross-age tutoring on the oral fluency of language
 
ninority students. The project will begin with an
 
Introduction to the historical perspective and recent
 
research that shows what the trends are and have been in
 
the f i eld of cross-age tutor i ng. Few stud ies conbine
 
cposs-ase tutoring and oral fluency. A review of
 
comunicative conpetence and second language aquisition
 
will be included to give the risader sone knowledge of the
 
scope and breadth of this field within regular education
 
settings as well as bilingual settings.
 
This project will incorporate the explicit oral
 
fluency nethod of Eric Keller and Sylvia T. Narneri
 
(1988) as explained in the bookV nonvftpsatinn Qanhits;
 
Real Enol ish Conversat.ion Pract ices, and the use of
 
cross-age tutoring in the classroon setting. This will
 
enable readers who nay wish to duplicate this project to
 
conbine cross-age tutoring and oral fluency practice in
 
order to provide a well balanced second language
 
acquisition progran for the nore advanced language
 
ninority student.
 
The questioni "How best do we teach our language
 
ninority students oral fluency?" has been puzzling to
 
both English as a Second Language (ESL) and nainstrean
 
classroon teachers. The language ninority student nust
 
experience the sane high-quality instructioni high
 
expectations for student perfornancej and neaningful
 
naterials and activities as native speakers do if they
 
are to participate in the fullest educational experience
 
the schools can offer (English-Language Arts Franework
 
for California Public Schoolsj 1986). It is estinated
 
that 3 nininiin of 3.4 nil!Ion chiIdpen, and possibly
 
nore» are 1initsd in the English language skills needed
 
to succeed in schools designed for English-speak ing
 
najopity chiIdpen (English-Language Apts fpanewopk and
 
Cpitepla Connltteej 198?). The nunbep of language
 
ninopity students Is gpowing daily.
 
Schools In piany etates ape stpuggl Ing to find ways to
 
neet this peal educational concepn. Thepe is a necessity
 
to addpess the needs of the vast nunbeps of language
 
ninoplty students In opdep to nake opal fluency nope
 
attainable, and to assupe that all language nlnopIty
 
chIIdpen pecelve an educational oppoptunlty. A
 
connunlcatIve^based, cposs-age tutoring ppogpan is one
 
stpategy fop helping children with
 
1Inlted-EnglIsh-ppofIclency to achleve oral fluency In a
 
second language. This strategy could be Integrated with
 
cooperative learning grouping strategies.
 
Definition of Terns
 
1. Active part IcTpatI on: Ccovert/ovept behavior)
 
using technIques to foster the consistent Involvenent of
 
the nlnds of the students In their learning.
 
2. Acquisition: relates to language gained vI a
 
unconscious effort; a natural, Infopnal process.
 
3. Connunication conpetence: the ability to
 
acconplish one's pepsonal goals in a nanner that
 
naintains a relationship on terns that are aeceptable to
 
all part ies (Adler R. B. & Towne> N. i 1990).
 
4. Connunicative conpetence: knowledge needed by a
 
speaker or hearer of how to use linguist ic forns
 
appropriately {HynesI 1971).
 
5. ConprehensIble input: understandable and
 
neaningful language that enables second language
 
acquirers to expand their language skills. It Is
 
characterized as language which the second language
 
acquirer already knows (i)(input = i) plus a range of
 
new language which is nade conprehensible through the use
 
of pictures} realia} dranatizatiOn and other strategies.
 
6. Conprehension: (Bloon's Taxonony - Level #2}
 
1956) The learner is expected to connunicate an idea or
 
thing (event) in a new or different fornj to see
 
relationships anongthingS) to project the effect of
 
things. Exanples: A. Conprehend - to retelli to
 
translatei to restate; B. Interpret - to define} to
 
explain} to Infer; C. Extrapolate - to project} to
 
propose} to calculate.
 
7. Cross-age activity: any act or work exchanged
 
between students of different ages.
 
8. Cross-age tutoring: any age student assisting
 
the progress of another age student - usually an older
 
student assisting a younger student.
 
9. Fluency: a conplex concept defined as language
 
that produces stretches of connected discourse (Reidi R.
 
& Gilbert, F. 19863.
 
10. Internediate fluency stage: one of the natural
 
second 1anguage acqu i s i tion stages dur i ng which an ESL
 
student can denonstrate the ability to respond with
 
expanded sentences using prepositional phrases,
 
descriptive words and connectors in natural, unrehearsed
 
situations (Krashen & Terrell, 1983).
 
11. Language ninority student: a student who speaks
 
a native language Other than the language spoken by the
 
najority of the school population.
 
12. Low anxiety: a state of the student where
 
h i s/her apprehens1on is at a ni ninun.
 
13. Motivation: an inducenent or incentive of a
 
person's will or drive to do sonething that will satisfy
 
a need or des i re
 
14. Oral fluency: an ease of speaking without
 
obvious "halting" (Galvan, M., 1986).
 
15. Pronpts: words or phrases that help people to
 
express what they are trying to say such as '1'd 1 ike to
 
know...'
 
PuPDOse of the Ppo.ifict.
 
This project is designed to nake oral fluency none
 
attainable for the language ninority student by
 
inplenenting Engl ish conversation practices in a
 
cross-age tutor ing progran. The English conversation
 
practices are designed to develop and enhance
 
connunication skills. In the approach used in this
 
projecti the teacher enphasizes oral fluency by teaching
 
connon words and expressions (pronpts) in contexts and
 
for specific purposes to ensure connunicative eonpetence.
 
Cross-age tutoring is a perfect vehicle for inproving
 
the language ninority student's oral fluency and
 
connunicative eonpetence. Cross-age tutoring prograns
 
can be easily inplenented; thepeforei teachers can take
 
full advantage of the opportunities, encouraging language
 
ninority students to participate in oral activities using
 
English conversatIon practices that will lead toward
 
connunicative eonpetence.
 
English conversation practices incorporated into this
 
project will consist of three sets of pronpts using oral
 
fluency approaches to second language acquisition. This
 
study will require only naterjals accessible to the
 
teacher and student, thus elininating the investnent in
 
costly equipnent. It will provide conprehensible
 
act1V i t i©5 wh i ch the 1ansaage ninorIty stadent can
 
explore with ninlnal preparations froil the teacher.
 
The CrosS-age tutoring approach of the project wi11
 
enr ich the conversation practices by providing
 
eomurilcative opportunities facilitated by pronpts to
 
enhance oral fluency of the language ninor ity students.
 
This projeGt will differ frod other cross-age tutoring
 
prograns in that it eriphasizes the use of pronpts which
 
allow the ESL teacher to develop the conversational
 
skills of language fiinority students. Such pronpts and
 
related conversational practice through cross-age
 
tutor ing wi ll lower th^^^^^ anxiety level i and help
 
the language nInority student convey neaningful
 
1nfornatIon and aid connunicat1ve conpetence In English.
 
Statenent of Ob ject ives
 
The study developed using cross-age tutoring will
 
conplenent the ESL curriculunj and only require naterials
 
readily available to the teacher and students. These
 
naterials are appropriate for sjxth grade students at the
 
internediate fluency stage of 1anguage product I on. The
 
study i s restr icted to conversat ion practices enploy i ng
 
pronpts at the language ni nor ity student's level of
 
language product ion and interests when engaged in
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cross-age activities with kindergartneps. The
 
conversation practices using cross-age tutoring will
 
present situations in which the language ninority student
 
will focus on particular pronpts to ask for infornation
 
fron a kindergartner. These pronpts will be used in a
 
language experience-like approach in which sixth grade
 
tutors record and dictate stories fron kindergarten
 
tutees. The language ninority student will also use
 
pronpts to show interest in the kindergartner's
 
contr i butions to the act i v i ty. The study i s designed to
 
Stinulate the student in oral fluency as wel 1 as
 
encourage self-confidence} notivation} and a low anxiety
 
level which will) in tuph, pronote cohnunicative
 
conpetence during cross-age tutoring.
 
The purpose of the conversation practices using a
 
cross-age tutoring approach wi11 be to provide the
 
language ninority student with conprehensible pronpts to
 
be used in activity-based situations without the need for
 
expensive equipnent or added teacher preparation. The
 
greatest values will be to: 1) interest the language
 
ninority student in cross-age tutoringi 23 enhance
 
connunicative conpetence and 33 teach oral fluency in a
 
conprehensiblenanner.
 
Ghaptep 2
 
Review of Related Literature
 
Intpodiirt ion
 
This 1itepature review presents current research that
 
indicates that children becone conpetent and fluent
 
presentersj when cross-age tutoring is conbined with oral
 
fluency and comunicative conpetencyi assisting the
 
language ninority student in acquiring a second language.
 
This literature review will present studies in the
 
teaching of language ninority students. In additionj the
 
project will explain four najor components that make up
 
the foundation of language ninority students' programs.
 
These components will include cross-age tutoringi oral
 
fluencyj communicative competence> and second language
 
acquisition in education. The 1iterature review wi11
 
begin with an historical perspective and then recent
 
research of each of these components. The historical
 
perspective will take the reader through 1982 while the
 
recent studies wi 11 review with 1983 through 1991.
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CROSS-AGE tutoring
 
Historical Pepspective
 
Most pesearch on cposs-age tutop i ng i nd icates that
 
the acadenic skills of the tutops ifippove as nuch op nope
 
than the skills of the tutoped. Sevepal najop peviews of
 
such studies that suppopt this ppenise have appeaped.
 
Clowapd (1967)i Rosenshine and Fupst (1969)} Ellson
 
C19?5)j Devin-Sheehan et al. (19?6)i and Fitz-Gibbon
 
(197?) all concluded that tutopial ppogpans not only
 
contpibute to the acadenic gpowth of the childpen who ape
 
tutoped but ppobably contpibute to the gpowth of the
 
childpen who ppovide the tutoping as wel1.
 
Cposs-age tutoping also develops acadenic skills by
 
enhancing self-esteen. Gaptnep? Kohlep> and Riessnan
 
(1971) speak of the inpoptance of the "building of
 
self-pespect" In the leapning ppocess} and McHhoptep and
 
Levy (1971) stpess that a tutop "expepiences success in
 
an acadenic situation" and that the success can help a
 
tutop develop positive attitudes towapd self.
 
The fact that cposs-age tutoping wopks has been well
 
docunerited by the studies of Dillnep (1972)j Elliott
 
(1973)j and Robeptson (1971). Cposs-age tutoping
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genspatss acidsnic and social g^Mthr acceptance of
 
responsibil it>'j incpeased self-vopthi and social
 
undepstandlng, At the sane tinef it neets individual
 
needsj ppovides individual attentionj and is acadenically
 
ppoductive while being pepsonally enjoyable (DillnePi
 
1972; Elliottj 1973; & RobePtsonj 19713.
 
By beconing the teachepj the tutop assunes a
 
teaChep's chapactepistics of conpetenGe and fluency.
 
AcGopding to Allen (1976) this role theopy inpliesj in
 
effect J that one becones what one does.
 
However I one study that does not seen to support th is
 
role theory is that by Wi11is and Growder (1974). 1n
 
theiP Study of cross-age tutoringi the tutor group did
 
not show any gains over the control group in their role
 
as teachers. Tutors in the progran received considerable
 
tpainingj and the tutoring was done in a hIghly
 
stpuctured situation. In speculating on why the tutdrs
 
did not show the expected gains I the authors suggest that
 
the structure and training interfered with the
 
relationship between the tutop and the tutored. They
 
posit that less structure would perhaps have helped
 
develop "positive> flexible relationships" between the
 
tutor and the tutored and would perhaps have helped
 
tutors gain rtore acadenically.
 
This suggests that a less fornabrolej rtpre that of a
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fpiend than teacher I night allow for none tutor
 
developnent. This theory nay have sone validity since it
 
has elenents of a self-fulfilling prophecy. The
 
expectation of tutoring nakes friendships nore likely to
 
occur than would otherwise have been the case and nay
 
help tutors develop confidence and esteen. This in turn
 
develops the tutor's conpetence and oral fluency.
 
Gartnerj Kohlerj and Riessnan (1971) also pinpoint
 
the advantage of the relationship between teaching and
 
learning to the tutor. In their study they say that
 
"every child nust be given the opportunity to play the
 
teaching role? because it is through this role that
 
he/she nay really learn how to learn." They present
 
their concept of insight developnent during the tutoring
 
process as
 
the opportunity of observing another in the
 
process of learningi perhaps leading hin to
 
reflect upon his own learning process.... This
 
opportunity nay iricrease his own awareness of
 
the patterns of learning, for in order to teach
 
another he nay need to call upon his own experiences
 
in learning and how he learned (1971, p. 62).
 
Thelan {1969) also speaks to this concept of insight
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dsvslopnsntI seeing the tutor not Just as a teacher but
 
as a researcher} "conducting an investigation into the
 
teaching-learning process." (p. 229)
 
Related to the idea that teaching is a learning
 
process enhanced by a tutor's self-esteen is the concept
 
of "locus of control." This is the basis for a theory
 
offered by Chandler (1975). According to this theoryi
 
individuals who feel they are in control of their lives
 
and environnent (so-called internals) tend to be nore
 
acadenically successful than those who believe nore in
 
luck or chance or who tend to be dependent on others
 
(so-called externals). The need} according to Chandler}
 
is for a progran that noves the externals "toward
 
internal locus of personal control}" and he sees tutoring
 
by low-achieving externals as a way to effect this changd
 
(p. 335). The act of tutoring will help a student} at
 
least an external} becone nore active in the learning
 
process and nay result in "increased notivation and
 
learning for the tutor" (p. 336).
 
This idea of learning for the tutor was also explored
 
in the studies of Lippitt and Lohnari T1965). They said
 
that Insights are developed during the cross-age tutoring
 
process about one's own abilities and skills rather than
 
into the subject because cross-age tutoring gives the
 
cross'age tutors an opportunity to "test and develop
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their own Knowledge." Through tutoring cross-age tutors
 
are able to see their oral fluency abilitles and
 
connunicative skills develop in order to present their
 
knowledge and understanding of a subject to another
 
person.
 
Morgan and ToyC1970) arrived at a slnllar
 
conclusion. They found that tutoring provides
 
"identification with the probiens and process of
 
teaching" and found that this process is related directly
 
to learning.
 
Another process of tutoring that is related to
 
learning, the uti1ity theory, refers to how the knowledge
 
of tutoring skills is used by a cross-age tutor. Reading
 
skills, for exanple, are used by a cross-age tutor not
 
just for reading but also as the focus of the tutoring
 
session. As such, the knowledge or skill to tutor takes
 
on greater significance; there nay be nore notivation for
 
the cross-age tutor (who is the learner) and the result
 
nay be that the subject is nore readily learned or
 
understood better. Lippitt and Lohnan (1965)talk about
 
the "significance" of the knowledge the cross-age tutor
 
has. Expanding a bit on this concept Gartner, Kohler,
 
and Riessnan (1971) stress the util ity of the tutor's
 
knowledge, a uti1ity that gives greater significance to
 
the knowledge and pronotes understanding.
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It is easy to Inaglne a tutop developin^^^
 
respect for knowledge because it is significanti usefulj
 
and a nediun of exchange. With this respect for
 
knowledge tutors can inprove their understanding and
 
learning.
 
Bargh and Schul (1980i p. 595) working with college
 
studentsj speculated that one reason that tutors night
 
inprove their understanding or knowledge was the "verbal
 
and nonverbal reinforcenent given by the student>" where
 
"snllesi nods I and statenents such as...'I understand
 
now' would enhance the learning of the tutor." They
 
looked at acadenic tutoring andj though they also
 
speculated that reinforcenent fron the tutored nay
 
enhance the tutor's learningj their results indicated
 
that the act of tutoring itself was not what inproved the
 
tutor's learning. It was rather the interaction between
 
the tutor and tutee which enhanced the learning. This
 
learning took place particularly when the tutors dealt
 
with the naterial orally. Bargh and SchuT theorized that
 
"verbalized stinuli were nore 1 ikely to be renenbered
 
than nonverbalized stinuli." (p. 595)
 
In 1977 Hartley applied powerful review nethods to
 
the literature on tutoring. Applying neta-analysis to
 
findings on nathenatics teaching in elenentary and
 
secondary schoolsj Hartley showed not only that the
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effects of tutoring were positivej but that they were
 
stronger than effects fpon such other individualized
 
teaching nethods as conputer-based instructioni
 
progranned instructionj and instruct ion with individual
 
learning packages. Hartley also showed that the effects
 
of tutoring were especially strong in sone types of
 
studies and relatively weak in other types.
 
Gohen and Kulik (1981) reviewed Hartley's analysis.
 
They concluded that since her analysis was restricted to
 
the area of nathenatics education and cognitive gainsi
 
she could not deternine whether tutoring had positive
 
effects on attitudinal and affective outcones of
 
teach ing. F i nallyj Hartley's analysis suffered fron a
 
nethodological weakness. She conbined effects on those
 
being tutored and on those providing tutoring. The
 
results of these effects should have been described
 
separately as outcones for student tutors and outcones
 
for student tutees.
 
A neta-analysis of 65 school tutoring prograns done
 
by Cohen, Kulik, and Kulik(1982) revealed positive
 
effects on the acadenic perfornance and attitudes of both
 
those who received tutoring and those who served as
 
tutors. Students gained a better understanding of and
 
developed nore positive attitudes toward the naterial
 
covered in the tutorial progran.
 
1?
 
Siinn^rv of Histop l ea} Pspspect i ve
 
Only Hi 11 is and Cpowdep (1974) and Bargh and Schul
 
(1980) show that cposs-age tutoring does not work if the
 
situation is too highly stpuctured. It does not work when
 
the tutors ape oveply-tpained. These peseapchers
 
conclude that the act of tutoring itself does not improve
 
the tutor's leapning. Howeveri the bulk of the research
 
studies rev iewed here i nd i cates that tutor i ng works if
 
the tutors experience favorable results. It works when
 
there is positive self-esteem. It works if the tutors
 
remain flexible and are willing to be friends and
 
teachers. It works when the tutors get personally
 
involved In academic achievement and are given the
 
freedon to teach in their own personal way. It works
 
when the tutors gain ski11s and abilities to present
 
knowledge after being involved in the teaching/learning
 
process. It works when the tutor feels useful and there
 
is interactIon between the parties. Thelan (1969)j
 
Gartner I Kohler» and Reissman (19710 and Hartley(1977)
 
all support a theory of cross'age tutoring.
 
Rftrftnt. Studies
 
Several studies since 1983 also support the idea that
 
cross-age tutoring has a positive inpact on the tutor.
 
Wheeler (1983) worked at natching abilities in cross-age
 
tutoring. Eleventh graders with nininal reading abilities
 
were ass i gned a pr i nary chiId who was cons i dered a s1ow
 
reader. The tutoring progran expanded to Include
 
Students with nath difficulties as well. Wheeler found
 
that when abilities were natchedj the learning nay be
 
greater because the student tutors not only pulled
 
together for book discussions} but pulled together for
 
conpetency skills) debatesi and passed their own courses.
 
While Wheeler's study focused on high school age
 
students} Ell is and Preston(19843 designed a project in
 
which fifth graders tutored first graders using wordless
 
picture books. They found that in the case of a
 
bilingual first grader who was not speaking conplete
 
English sentences} the tutor encouraged words and phrases
 
fron the child. They speculated that in bil ingual
 
progranS} both languages could be developed.
 
Also in 1984} Maher and Bennett researched a
 
cross-age tutoring progran in which pupils enrolled in
 
the special education prograns of a high school and
 
classified as enotionally disturbed served as cross-age
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tutors to pupils enrolled in the special education
 
prograns of an elenentary school andclassifled as
 
educablenentally retarded. This research progran
 
endorsed the cross-age tutoring as a practical and
 
potentially effective approach to providing supplenental
 
instruction for niIdly handicapped pupils in public
 
schools. The pupils who served as the cross-age tutors
 
showed narked increases in the conpletion of acadenic
 
work assigned then in their classes and in the accuracy
 
of their perfornance on tests and quizzes taken.
 
Recent reviews of tutoring prograns in special
 
education settings have concluded that both cross-age and
 
peer tutor i ng configurations appear to be pronis i ng types
 
of interventions for social and acadenic benefits
 
(Scruggsj Mastropieri I & Richterj 1985; Scruggs &
 
Richterj 1985). Researchers Osguthorpej Scruggsj & Hhite
 
(1984) state that both cross-age and peer tutoring
 
represent effective and versatile interventions for
 
special and renedial settingsi and certainly appear to be
 
positive alternatives to independent seat work or
 
practice activities. Scruggs & Osguthorpe (1986)i
 
working with learning disabled (LD) and behaviorally
 
disordered (BD) students acting as tutors of younger LD
 
and BD studentsj found that students enployed as
 
crOSs-age tutors ga i ned genera1 decod i ng sk i11s, but d i d
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not gain in skills that were a direct conponent of the
 
tutoping activitiesi as did their tutees. In contrasti
 
peer tutors and tutees gained in both specific and
 
general reading skills. It was foundi however» that
 
cross-age tutoring nay hold nore potential for social
 
gains. Hhen this study is looked at fron the 1anguage
 
njnority tutorial settingi the potential for social gains
 
could serve as a catylyst for an ESL cross-age tutor to
 
develop oral fluency skills in order to naintain a
 
relationship between tutor and tutee.
 
Berliner and Casanova (1986) beVi that cross-age
 
tutor ing not only giyes students opportunit ies to work
 
with each other, but it also shifts the responsibi1ity
 
for learning beyond the teacherj to the students
 
thenselves. Because it closely resenbles the fanily
 
situation of the older helping the youngerj it is
 
probably preferable to peer tutoring. This shows that
 
cross-age tutoring in the school setting could be a
 
preferable environnent when patterned after the fanily
 
situation^ In the case of nany of the Hispanic language
 
ninority students this would resenble a fanil iar role
 
they are already often called upon to use in the fanily
 
sett ing - the older helpi ng the younger (Penalosai 1980).
 
As cross-age tutors this role could help language
 
ninor ity students beGone conpetent presenters by
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Sassi (1990) also concentpated on older students
 
helping younger studehts. He invited a group of
 
kindergarten students to vis it another school and learn
 
fron sone sixth grade students. Due to this tutoring
 
experience} the kindergarten students developed better
 
verbal ski Ms1 and used their inaginations. Both the
 
tutors and tutees used technology as a connon ground for
 
learning. The sixth grade tutors were to introduce their
 
young peers to the world of conputers. The tutors
 
enriched their skills in punctuation and spelling. They
 
also developed a sense of responsibility for providing
 
effective learning experiences to the younger children.
 
The kindergarten class was also better prepared for their
 
upconing conputer instruct ion in the first grade because
 
they had lessons fron their own private tutors. This
 
study points out the effectiveness of a kindergarten ­
sixth grade cross-age tutoring span with acadenic
 
benefits and enriched skills for both tutors and tutees.
 
Labbo UTeale's (1990) investigation into cross-age
 
reading} provided opportunities for fifth graders to
 
inprove their own reading by reading stories to very
 
young children. Although Considered only a pilot study
 
because of the sfiall number of students involved and the
 
1ack of an adequate control groupi the i nvest i gat i on did
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suggest that a cross-age reading progran is a pronising
 
way of helping poor readers in the upper elenentary
 
grades to inprove their reading. If reading can be
 
inproved in this way> could not oral fluency and
 
connunication skills of language minority students also
 
improve in a cross-age tutoring program?
 
Summary of Recent Studies
 
Studies since 1983 support the idea that student to
 
student tutoring is favorable. It is favorable when
 
abi1 ities are matched. It is favorable when used in a
 
bil ingual setting. It is favorable and helps the
 
retarded. These views are supported by the statiscally
 
significant studies of Hheeler (1983)j Ellis and Preston
 
(1984)j and Maher and Bennett (1984). Only Scruggs and
 
Osguthorpe's (19863 study shows that peer tutoring and
 
cross-age tutoring both help academically> but the
 
cross-age tutoring may allow for social gains that the
 
peer tutoring does not.
 
Summary of Cross-Aoe Tutorino
 
Much of this review has presented studies focusing
 
on: 13 the tutor (rolei esteem^ and locus of control3i
 
 0'>
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and 2) the process (rs i nforceneRt? ut i1ity> and i ns i ght
 
into subject or self or the teaching learning process).
 
Sone theories do assune nore relative inportance.
 
Certajnly rolei insight} locus of control} and esteen all
 
nay play a part in a tutor's learning} but perhaps nost
 
inportant is sinply tine on task. Tutors spend nore tine
 
on the activity than nontutors} trying to nake it
 
conprehensible and tine then becones one of the nechanics
 
of the situation and a significant variable.
 
Tine on task varies with each tutor as learning to be
 
a conpetent and fluent presenter of the naterials used
 
becones a very inportant factor when working with
 
language ninority students and conprehensible input.
 
Cross-age tutoring would appear to be one way of allowing
 
a language ninority student nore tine to use the newly
 
acquired language. Only the project of Ell is and Preston
 
(1984) nade any reference whatsoever to the bil ingual
 
aspect of tutoring. More research is needed to know the
 
effects of cross-^age tutor ing on the language ninority
 
student both as tutor and tutee.
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ORAL FLUENCY
 
Histopical Pepspective
 
Opal fluency in this pevlew will be defined as an
 
ease of speaking without obvious 'halting' (Galvani
 
1986). This pevlew will show that opal fluehcy is an
 
integpal part of speaklngj llsteningi and pponunciatlon
 
when language nlnoplty Students are tpying to achieve
 
connunicatiye copipetence^
 
In 19761 Loban conducted a study which showed that
 
the ppocess of f1uency is a chapactepistic with
 
individual diffepence and does not change with age in the
 
pange of the subjects he studied. In the sane yeaPi
 
Hong-fillnope pepopted that opal fluency of Iinited
 
English ppofident (LEP) speakeps is dependent upon the
 
degpee to which they have been exposed to people using
 
English fop a full pange of uses. If LEP speakeps heap
 
English used in 1inited functionsi they ape 1ikely fjpst
 
to 1eaPn set phPases and chunks of Ianguagei and on1y
 
latep to nanipulate the conponents of the language systen
 
ppoductively (Hong-fillnopej 1976).
 
Thepe ape two najopcuppents that pun thpough any ESL
 
coupse 1n opal connunication (Mupphy» 1991). The fIpst
 
current focuses upon elenents of phonological accuracyi a
 
subset of both speaking and listening skill developnenti
 
while the second focuses upon broader aspects of
 
interpersonal connunicationj nanely fluency in speaking
 
and listening. Based upon needs analysis of such factors
 
as the students' educational and social goals» their
 
proficiency levels in oral languagei and their preferred
 
learning styles, the sound systen can be introduced,
 
exanined, and practiced (p. 60).
 
Stevick (1978) wrote over a decade and a half ago
 
that in the teaching of pronunciation,
 
all too often, self-consciousness leads to tension,
 
tension leads to poor perfornance, poor perfornance
 
leads to frustration, frustration leads to added
 
tension, and so on around a downward spiral.
 
(p. 146)
 
Thus it was that Eslava & Lawson (1979) developed
 
person-to-person comunicative practice activities such
 
as project work in order to alleviate sone of the
 
downward spiral effects. Meloni 8= Ihonpson (1980) helped
 
focus oral language through oral reports. Donahue &
 
Parsons (1982) used role plays to focus upon broader
 
aspects of interpersonal connunication. Scarcella(1978)
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says that practiGe in soclodpafia is of fundanental
 
inpoptance to oral focuses.
 
Sunnapv of Histop icai Pepspective
 
Eaply studies such as Loban's (1976) fully
 
enconpasses the peseapch tpends ppesented hepe. His
 
study indicates that opal fluency is achieved thpough the
 
sane steps pegapdless of age. Opal fluency is achieved
 
thpough "heaping" the sound systen of the language. Opal
 
exppession nust be valued by the leapnep and nust be
 
neaningful while he/she is allowed to opepate in a
 
tension-fpee atnosphepe in opdep to enhance pepfopnance.
 
Recent studies
 
Gapbep (1984) wopked on not i vation stpategies fop
 
opal exppession. His wopk showed that two points nust be
 
kept in nind when structuping the classpoon environnent.
 
The fipst is that any activity that nay be devised rtust
 
hai^e neaning fop the student. Any oppoptunity for opal
 
expression that is created nust be one that is valued by
 
the learner.
 
Second, the occasion for oral expression nust be
 
particularly wel1 defined so that the student has a
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wopKabie structure witlvifi which to fornulate and then
 
express ideas. In order to elininate nany poorly defined
 
structures for oral expressionj Yorkey (1985) attenpted
 
to delineate these structures by providing practice for
 
gaps in infornation as the students encountered then.
 
Pennington & Richards (1986) further extended the
 
idea of oral expression. They believe that practice on
 
segnental levels needs to be integrated with broader
 
level connunication activities in which speakers and
 
l isteners engage in a process of exchanging neaningful
 
infornation. This concern energes partly in response to
 
the literature on Connunicative Language Teaching (CLT)
 
which enphasizes purposeful and neaningfui uses of
 
language in L2classroons (Murphyj 1991).
 
While previous studies Investigated the exchange of
 
neaningful infornation} a study conducted by Strein &
 
Chapnan (1987) asked whether lexical avallability affects
 
the length} conplexityi order of nention and fluency of
 
children's utterances. Specifically} they attenpted to
 
deternine whether nanipulating discourse support and word
 
frequency would cause utterances to vary in length}
 
conplexity (as indexed by nunber of verbs)} nunber of
 
words preceding the target word} or fluency. Unlike the
 
early studies of Loban (1976)} these results showed that
 
the nunber of responses containing the target word varied
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with ajge and the nunber of pesponses intepacting with
 
discoupse suppopt vapied as well. Eapliep studies vapied
 
with age and discoupse suppopt condition and fluency
 
vaPied with discpupse suppopt condition. Stpein &
 
Chapnan's (1987) findings suggest that the availabi1ity
 
of woPdsi OP theip pefepentsj in wopRing nenopy nay altep
 
the syntactic opganization of a to^-be-fopnulated
 
uttepance and nake subsequent ppoduction of the uttepance
 
nope fluent - but only if the wopd OP pefepent is
 
avai1able befope the ppocess of fopnulat i on begins.
 
In opdep to hake the opal ppoduction nope fluenti
 
listening instpuction Should play an inpoptant pole in
 
opal connunication cupp icula. Chanot(1987) says that
 
1ittle attention js given to the student's 1istening
 
abilities in othep acadenic ppepapatopy coupses. Fop
 
this peason listening and connections between 1istening>
 
speakingi and pponunciation enepge as centpal conponents
 
of ESL opal connunication. Sinulations wepe the opal
 
connunicat ion act!v it ies used by Cpookal1 & Oxfopd (1990)
 
to help nake the connections between listeningj speakingi
 
and pponunciation.
 
A conceptual fpanewopk ppoposed by Mupphy (1991)
 
enphasizes that focused attention upon a single conponent
 
of opal connunication is insufficient. The theopy of
 
language that undep)ies Mupphy's fpanewopk acknowledges
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that oral connunicatIor is a conposlte of interconRscting
 
laRguage processes. AtteRtioR to one area of oral
 
connunicatIon ought to be conplenented by attention to
 
others as systenatlcally as possible. Each subset of
 
oral connunication needs to be incopporated within any
 
inforned curriculun design.
 
Si'.nnapv of Rprftnt. Studies
 
Recent studies show that oral fiueney is achieved
 
when one 1istens weMi practices speakingi and inproves
 
pronunciation. The search for ways to integrate the
 
areas of speak Ingj listeningj and pronunciation will
 
prove inperative as ESL teachers and nethodologists
 
attenpt toclarify theoretical approachesi curriculun
 
designsj and classroon practices while providing diverse
 
opportunities for the developnent of oral language
 
proficiency for second language learners of English.
 
Sunnapv of Oral Fluency
 
Hhiie this review offered nany different approaches
 
to attain oral fluencyj sone inportant work has been done
 
toward providing the learner of a second language actual
 
experiences other than through sinulatIons or other
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cohtplved situations to develop oral fluency. Mope
 
peseapch is needed to inplenent peal 1ifesituations that
 
ppovide the ppactice foP opal fluency with imediate
 
pelevance and inpoptance. Pephaps the focus of these
 
pelevant situations could be linked to the effects of
 
cposs-age tutopIng 1n opdep to study opal f1uency of the
 
1angauge ninop ity student. If the pepson-to-pepson
 
activity used in cposs-age tutoping can be nade pelevant
 
to both the tutop and tutee then pephaps the puppose fop
 
opal f1uency takes on new inpoptance and signif icance.
 
Thepe would be no need to contpive situations in which
 
fluency needs to be ppactiGed and instead opal fluency
 
could be put to peal use tutoping anothep pepson.
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COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENGE
 
Histop ical Pepspect i ve
 
Comunicative conpeterice Is the knowledge needed by a
 
speaker op heaper of how to use 1inguist ic forns
 
appropriately (Hynesj 1971).
 
Most of the studies reviewed here deal with the
 
connunlcative cofipetence of the young chiId. Avron Noan
 
Chofisky was an Aner ican l inguist who revolut ionized
 
nodern 1 inguistictheoryi especially the analysis of
 
language acquisition. He was a proponent of
 
transfornational grannar. His view of cdnpetence was
 
associated exclusively with knowledge of rules of
 
grannar.
 
Hynes (1972), howeverV put forth a theory of
 
connunicat i ve conpetence that cofiprised knowledge (and
 
abi1 it ies)of four types:
 
1. Whether sonething is poss/bie;
 
2. Whether sonething is feas/bie by virtue of the
 
neans of inplenentation available;
 
3. Whether sonething is appropriate in relation to a
 
context in which it is used and evaluated
 
4. Whether something is in fact done, actually
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pepfoprtedi and what its doing entails (p. 281i his
 
enphasis).
 
Hynes (1972) has suggested that factors such as
 
nenopy and perceptual strategies should be included in
 
the notion of connunicative conpetence. He also includes
 
probability rules of occurrence in his connunicative
 
conpetence node! that seens to be an inportant aspect of
 
language use that is ignored in alnost all other nodels
 
of comunicative conpetence. Hynes (1972) explicitly and
 
Canpbeli and Wales (1970) inplicitly adopt the notion
 
that a d i st j net ion ex istS between connun i cat i ve
 
conpetence and perfornance- AGCording to these
 
theor istsj this latter notion refers to the actual use of
 
knowledge of the rules of grannar.
 
The connunication skills of language ninority
 
students necessitate a f'iller understanding of
 
connun i cat1ve conpetence and (connun i cat i ve) perfornance.
 
Connunicative conpetence is a relationship between
 
knowing the rules of grannar _ grannatical conpetence>
 
and knowing the rules of language use - sociol inguistic
 
conpetence. Connunicat i ve perfornance is the realizat ion
 
of the above-nentioned conpetencies and their interaction
 
in actual conprehensible discourse. Alnost all
 
researchers dealing with connunicative conpetence
 
na i ntain this d i st i net i on between connun icati ve
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conpetence and pepfopnance. One exception 1s Kenpson
 
(1977)i who adopts Chonsky's C1965) stpong position that
 
conpetence pefeps exclusively to pules of gpannap and
 
identifies the notion of connunicative conpetence with a
 
theopy of pepfopnance. Kenpson peasons as follows:
 
"A theopy chapactepising a speakep's ability
 
to use his language apppoppiately in context, a
 
theopy of connunicative conpetence, Is sinply a
 
pepfopnance theopy" (1977:54-55).
 
These theopies of connunicative conpetence posit
 
intepesting views that wappant capeful considepation of
 
connunicative conpetence and pepfopnance of language
 
ninopity students as cposs-age tutops. Howevep, anothep
 
view that nust be considered is that of gpannatical
 
conpetence ih conjunetion with connunicat i ve conpetence.
 
One of the fipst enpipical studies dealing with
 
gpannatical conpetence and connunicative conpetence in a
 
pigopous nannep is that of Savignon (1972). She studies
 
the connunicative skills and gpannatical skills of thpee
 
gpoups of college students enpolled in an intpoductopy
 
audiol ingual fpench coupse in the United States. These
 
gpoups will be pefepped to as the connunicative
 
conpetence (CO gpoup, the cultupe gpoup, and the
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gpamatical conpetence group respectively. She found
 
that although there were no significant differences at
 
the .05 alpha level anong groups on tests of gramatical
 
conpetence, the CC group scored significantly higher than
 
the other two groups on four connunicative tests she
 
developed. Her reported finding that the CC group did
 
Just as well on the grannatical tests as the other two
 
groups suggests that attention to basic connunication
 
skills does not interfere in the developnent of
 
grannatical skills.
 
Hong-Flllnore's (1976) study of five new arrivals to
 
the United States fron Mexico addressed the effects of
 
basic connunication skills of the foreign language child
 
and exanined the connunicative conpetence of second
 
language (12) children. These children were paired with
 
Anglo peers and their connunication was taped over a
 
period of a school year. The children increased their
 
knowledge of the target language renarkably. Sonetines
 
this increased knowledge was inadequate in getting across
 
intentions but the peers were able to fill in the gaps.
 
As the 1inited English proficient (LEP) students becane
 
fluent English proficient (FEP) students, they learned to
 
nanipulate the conponents of the language systen
 
productively. This nanipulation of the conponents helped
 
the students hone in on their grannatical as well as
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Munby (1978) claifis the view that connunicative
 
conpstencs includes gpannatical conpetence and is to be
 
preferred to the view that it does noti since the forner
 
view logically excludes two possible and Misleading
 
conclusions: first} that grannatical cofipetence and
 
cofinunicative conpetence should be taught separately} or
 
the forner should be taught before the latter; and
 
second} that grannatical conpetence is not an essential
 
conponent of cpnnunicative conpetence. This second
 
reason is inportant because there are rules of language
 
use that would be useless without rules of grannar. Both
 
sets of rules are necessary to connunicate effectively.
 
The theoretical franework that underlies Munby's nodel of
 
connunicative conpetence consists of three najor
 
conponents: a sociocultural orientation} a sociosenantic
 
View of 1inguistic knowledge} and rules of discourse.
 
His sociocultural orientation conponent is based on
 
Hynes' work. Hynes presents his sociocultural conponent
 
as "what the social neaning or value of a given utterance
 
is." An utterance nay be inappropriate in a particular
 
social context (e.g. saying good-bye in greeting
 
soneone). Munby's sociosenantic view of linguistic
 
knowledge is based on language as senantic options
 
der ived fron social structure. This allows speakers to
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realIze what they can say(senantic option)as detepnined
 
by what they can do (social structure). Munby's last
 
conponenti rules of discourse looks at coherence. It
 
concerns itself with the relationships to be derived fron
 
contextual neanings of spoken expressions.
 
The socioculturalj sociosenantic and rules of
 
d iscourse components j although not named as suchi were
 
i nvest i gated by Miller» Chapman» and Bedros i an (1977) who
 
concerned themselves with the peer-related commuhjcative
 
interactions of the mildly developmentally delayed
 
chiIdren and found that they conmpnly exhibit expressive
 
language problems. They concluded that unusual
 
difficulties in chiId-child communicative interactions
 
were to be expected for mildly delayed childreni even in
 
comparison to nondelayed children matched in terms of
 
developmental level. These results were generally
 
consistent with those of Kamhi and Johnston (1982) who
 
found that minimal differences existed between
 
developnentally delayed children and a developnentally
 
matched group of nonhandiGapped chiIdren in interaction
 
contexts not including peers. Hhen viewed in the light
 
of language minority students working with a second
 
language} should difficulties in communicative
 
interactions be expected in a cross-age tutoring program
 
when compared to native language speakers of the same
 
'i1
 
grade l8vel working in a like progran? This possibility
 
should be carefully considered.
 
In 1973> Shatz and Gelnan conducted a study conparing
 
the interactions of nonhandicapped children's speech to
 
peers (or adults) with children's speech interactions
 
with younger children. They found that the adjustnents
 
nade by both interactions parallel each other. This
 
study was reviewed to see if connunication skills would
 
differ when speech interactions of different age levels
 
were cofipared. Since the adjustnents nade by the
 
different age levels parallel each otheri it would be
 
interesting to see if the sane findings could be rendered
 
to the speech interactions of the language ninority
 
cross-age tutor when the connunication skills nay differ
 
due to the use of a non-native language. A neans of
 
testing these speech interactions could prove quite
 
valuable.
 
A study which provided a neans of testing
 
connunicative conpetence was suggested by Morrow(1977)
 
through the use of discrete-point testing that nay be
 
expected to address the learner's conpetence in assessing
 
a connunicative interact ion in the following terns:
 
A. The settings to which it night be appropriate.
 
B. The topic which Is being presented.
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C. The function of the utterance.
 
D. The nodal!tv(OP attitude) adopted by the
 
speaker/wp iter.
 
E. The presuppositions behind the utterance.
 
F. The role the speaker/writer is adopting.
 
G. The status inplicit in the utterance.
 
H. The level of fornality on which the speaker/writer
 
is conducting the interaction.
 
I. The nood of the speaker/writer, (p.28).
 
It is inportant to note that Morrow includes grannatical
 
accuracy anong the evaluation criteria for integrative
 
tests but excludes it for discrete-point tests of
 
connunicative conpetence. These criteria can be an
 
assessnent tool of the connunicative conpetence of a
 
cross-age tutor when evaluating the connunicative
 
interaction that takes place in a tutoring session.
 
Canale and Swain (1980) propose a theoretical
 
franework for connunicative conpetence and exanine Its
 
inplications for second language teaching and testing.
 
They posit that the study of sociolinguistic conpetence
 
is as essential to the study of connunicative conpetence
 
as is the study of grannatical conpetence. Connunicative
 
conpetence is viewed by then as a subconponent of a nore
 
general language conpetence, and CGnnunicative
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pepfopnance is viewed as one fopn of nope genepal
 
language pepfopnance. Thus their tentative theopy of
 
connunicative eonpetence nininally includes foup nain
 
conpetencies: gpannatical conpetencei sociolinguistic
 
conpetencei discoupse conpetencei and strategic
 
eonpetence. This theory focuses nainly on verbal
 
connunicatIon skills. Canaie's (1983) objective to this
 
entire theopetical fpanewopk is to "ppepape and encourage
 
leapneps to exploit in an optirtal way theip linited
 
connunicat iye eonpetence in the second 1anguage in opdep
 
to papticlpate In actual connunication situations"
 
(Canale 1983:17)
 
Siimarv of Histopleal Pepspect i ve
 
Eaply studies have shown that connunicative
 
eonpetence is achieved when t|he learnep uses language in
 
context as ppesented in the tjhipd conponent of Munby's
 
(1978) nodel. Menory and perlceptual stpategfes of
 
connunication skills should tse included In a
 
connunicative conpetenee nodel as reflected by the wopk
 
of Hynes (1972). Nhile Chons!ky (1965) and Moprow (1977)
 
believe connunicative conpeteince Is based on a knowledge
 
of the pules of gpannap and gpannatical accupacy, othep
 
reseapcheps such as Canale arid Swain (1980) point to the
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inpoptaRGS of Including socio-cultural orientatioRj
 
soc1olIngu1st ic conpetencei and a knowledge of the pu1es
 
of discourse as well. '
 
Recent Stadies
 
Savlgnori's (1972) earl ier nent i oned researeh was
 
followed by work in 1983 in which she defines
 
connunicative conpetence as "dynamicj interpersonali
 
context specifici relative, npt absolute! and depends on
 
the cooperation of all the participants involved"
 
(Savignon! 1983:9). Thus, the connunicat i ve adjustnents
 
attenpted by lahguage ninority tutors and tutees involved
 
in context speGific activities could be strongly
 
influenced by their interpersbnal cooperation.
 
Both Guralnick and Welnhouse (1984) and Guralnick and
 
Groon (1985 & 1987) identifred deficIts in peer-related
 
social conpetence and play injteractions of young nlldly
 
delayed preschool children wiih nonhandicapped preschool
 
children in nainstrean playgroups. They concluded that
 
connunicative adjustnents oecurring in accordance with
 
the character istIcs of one's conpanion are inportant
 
aspects of any assessnent on connunicative conpetence.
 
Although this study focused on nildly delayed and
 
nonhandicapped children the fact that connunicative
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adjustnents are made between thesd children parallels the
 
connunicative adjustnents sonet1nes attenpted by 1anguage
 
ninority students when trying to be conpetent and fluent
 
presenters in social and acadenic settings.
 
The studies of Levy (1986) and Levyi Schaefer and
 
Phelps (1986) both concluded that participation in
 
sociodranatic play centers builds the language conpetence
 
of young children when the play centers are carefully
 
designed to include a variety of thenes and props. These
 
stud ies were conducted with nonhandicapped k i ndergarten
 
age students and 3- and 4-year-old children. Being as
 
play centers can build the language cofipetence of young
 
childrenj perhaps the interaction of a cross-age tutor at
 
play with a kindergartner can build the language
 
conpetence of both the tutor and tutee. This night be
 
particularly beneficial If used to build the language
 
conpetence of language ninority students. Much oral
 
language production takes place while at play. This
 
could enhance language conpetence.
 
Isbell and Raines (1991) Conducted an Observational
 
study in whicb they investigated the effects of three
 
types of play centers on the oral language product ion of
 
young children. The pTay centers included blocks>
 
housekeeping and a changing thenatic center. The
 
children were both nale and fenale ranging in age fron
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4.8 to 6.2 years of ass. The study exanined language
 
fluency, confiunication units I uttepances and vocabulary
 
diversity. Results showed that the subjects were nore
 
verba11y f1uent, used nore connun i cat i on units and
 
produced nore diverse vocabulary in the block center,
 
followed by the changing thenat ic center, with the least
 
language produced and less diverse vocabulary used in the
 
housekeeping center. The results suggest that the block
 
center can effectively provide young children with
 
opportunities to use their language fluently and to use
 
nore diverse vocabulary. The block center could be used
 
to prov i de language exper i ences for yourtg ch i1dren with
 
less fluent language and less diverse vocabulary. This
 
study could help deternine the kinds of activity centers
 
that should be developed for language fluency of ninority
 
students involved i n cross-age tutor i al prograns.
 
Language conpetence leads to interactive
 
connunicat ion; therefore a connunicat i ve approach to
 
language teaching starts with a theory of language as
 
connunication, which inplies that the goal of language
 
teaching is to develop "connunicative conpetence." The
 
underpinn i ngs of th i s approach i riclude a connitn^nt to
 
the role of teaching in which the interactive process, in
 
turn, requires activities which pronote learning and
 
support the learning process. They should be activities
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thai students pePGeiye as real cdnnunicalIon in which
 
language is used for carrying out neaningful tasks
 
(Richapds & RogerSf 1986). In ainy apppoach which
 
stpesses oPal connunication it is inpoptant to peduCe
 
student anxisty in the second language (L2) envjponnent.
 
Hopwitz (1990) peni nds us that nany college Students who
 
ape not specif ically ppone to fopeign language anxiety
 
nay sti 11 suffep fpon connunication apppehension (fear of
 
publ ic speak i ng). He f inds that the nore intepest i ng an
 
act i V ityj the nope likely that students wi11 be able to
 
fOPget the i p self-consc i ousness and becone i nvolved in
 
achieving the connunicative goals of an activity.
 
Sunnapv of Recent Studies
 
Recent studies have shown that connunicative
 
CGnpetence is stpongly dependent on interactive
 
connunication. Most of these studies involved chiIdren
 
at play who encountered a streSs-fpee erivironnent in
 
which to eonnunicate.
 
Sufinarv of ConnunIcat ive Conpeterice
 
Furthep pesearch is warpanted to discovep the
 
influence of play Genters on young Ghildpen who ape nope
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d 1 verse in cu11ure and socioeconofii c 1eve1. ResuIts fron
 
such investigations could provide the additional
 
infornation necessary to forn appropriate group
 
compos it ion that would encourage the oral language
 
product ion of indi V idual ch1Idren. Hong-Fi1Imore (1976)
 
studied the social interact ion of second language (L2)
 
children and their comnunicat!ve competence. Horwitz
 
(1990) was one researcher who addressed the effect of the
 
foreign 1anguage classroom and attempted to attend to the
 
affective domain in the foreign language classroom by
 
shifting the instructional focus to the learner. Perhaps
 
an invest i gation should be cQn(jucted to examine the
 
communicative competence of L2 children worki09 as
 
cross-age tutors because crosS"age tutoring could be
 
tailored directly to the instructional focus of both the
 
tutor and tutee.
 
Other research issues that could be addressed are the
 
following:
 
A. Not only may learners be cognitively unprepared to
 
handle certain aspects of communicative competence in the
 
second languagei but native speakers of the second
 
language may vary their level of tolerance of grammatical
 
and sociolinguistic errors according to the age of the
 
1earneri other things being egual,
 
B. [nvest i gat ion of the construct» content, and
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concuppent validity of various connunicative tests now
 
available is needed in detepnining the extent to which
 
levels of achievenent on such tests coppespond to
 
adequate op inadequate levels of connunicative conpetence
 
in the second language as perceived by different groups
 
of native speakeps for different age gpoups of learneps.
 
This testing is pelevant to the proper placenent of
 
language ninopity students into existing ESL classroon
 
prograns. Hhen ESL prograns do not exist the tests could
 
provide a focus to establish a progran that best neets
 
the needs of Linited English Proficient CLEP) students.
 
C. Savignon's (1972) data give no infornat ion on the
 
leapneps' 'flexibi 1 ity' in handl ing comunicative
 
functions and interactions on which they have not been
 
dp i1led.
 
D. Hithout notivatioHi learners who have an adequate
 
level of connunicative conpetence nay not have the desire
 
to perforn well in the second language. Investigations
 
are needed to differentiate why such students nay do
 
quite well on nore conpetence-oriented connunicative
 
tests but quite poorly on nore perfornance-oriented ones.
 
The relevance of this issue is to find nethods to
 
notivate the learners to a perfornance-oriented level
 
connensurate with their conpetence-oriented connunicative
 
level.
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SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION IN EDUCATION
 
The foupth conponent of the 1itepatupe peview wi11
 
addpess second language acqu i s it ion in education for the
 
language ninopity stud^^
 
Histopical Pepspactlue
 
The Bilingual Education Act (Title VII of the
 
Elenentapy and Secondapy Act) 1975 defines its tapget
 
gpoup as language fiinopity childpen with linited English
 
ppoflciency> without pegapd fop theip individual language
 
usage. The SuppeneCoupt decided In Lau v. Nichols
 
1974) that it was a denial of equal educational
 
opportunity fOP the school dlstpicts not to provide
 
special ppograns for students who do not understand
 
English.
 
Regarding the responsibil ity to teach others who do
 
not understand while learning a second languagei Cazden
 
(1976)) in her study of language contexts for bi1 ingualsi
 
says:
 
We all learn sonething best by having to teach
 
each othep; self-confidence is built when a
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^ can successfuliy fillfill such a leadepship
 
role; the connunity is strengthened
 
when nenbers understand that having particular
 
knowledge or skill entails a responsibility
 
to teach others who don't, (pp.74-90)
 
The research of Cunnins (1979) ident if i es an
 
under1y i ng 1anguage prof i c i ency in bi1ingua1s.
 
Bi1ingualsj in his view, do not have a separate store of
 
concepts in each of their languagesj but rather a single
 
store of knowledge which can be expressed in either
 
]anguage. Accord i ng to this 1nter-dependence hypothes isv
 
what is learned in the way of concepts is learned only
 
pnce> and thereafter transferred to the second language
 
whenever adequate proficiency in it has been acquired
 
(GunninsJ 1979). This is inportant because when concepts
 
are transferred to a second ianguage the ability to
 
expand the vocabu1ary of the second 1anguage also takes
 
place thus expanding the aequisition of the new language.
 
Research and accunulated experience nake It clear
 
that the acquisition of a second 1anguage in al1 its
 
dinensions takes nany years tCuminsi 1981)
 
Hhether learning English as a native or second
 
languageJ a person can be expected to progress through a
 
ser ies of 1inguist ic stagesi fron the sihplest ohe-word
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uttepances to the nost Gonplex srannatleal construction.
 
The fact that a student is at a low linguistic stage in
 
no way indicates that he/she is incapable of nastering
 
nope sophisticated language (GonzalesI 1981).
 
Anong the apppoaches to second language instpuct ion
 
i s one that nay be class if led as connunicative-based. In
 
connunicative-based instPuctlonj goalsV teaching
 
techniques} and student eyaluation ape all based on
 
behav i OPa1 objectives def i hed i n terns of abi1it i es to
 
connunIcate nessages (Brunf Johnsoni 19793. This has
 
led the ppofession to Hodify the use of other apppoacheS
 
in the direct ion of connunicative-based apppoachesj
 
espec i ally when teaching a Second 1anguage to 1anguage
 
ninopity childpen. In addition} these apppoaches are
 
based inpl icitly (op sonetines expl icitly3 on the sane
 
theopy of 1anguage acqu is it ioni nanely, that in order to
 
acqu ire a 1anguagei students need a p ich acquis it ion
 
enviponnent in which they are recei ving conprehensible
 
input in low anxiety situations (TepPell} 19813. The
 
input provided in an activity is conprehensiblej drawing
 
on concepts that thd leapnep already has developed
 
thpough the first language and engaging aspects of
 
cognitive/acadenic language prof iciency available fron
 
the first 1anguage (Kessler and Qulnni 19813.
 
MeanwhileV naking the classpoon a safe place to take
 
a risk encourages student participatIon In the activity.
 
This in tarn relates to a low affective filter}
 
contributing positively to the language acquisition
 
process. This type of input corresponds closely to
 
Krashen's (1982) view of optimal input - conprehensiblei
 
neaningfuli and relevant to the language learner.
 
The interaction of the language acquirer with peers
 
who are native speaKers of the second language also
 
serves to generate input. When a cooperative learning
 
atnosphere has been established} children can feel free
 
to correct and help each otheri rather than conpete with
 
each other.
 
Siimarv of Historical Perfipective
 
Cazden's (1976) study shows that best second
 
language learning cones fron teaching each other. The
 
second 1anguage learning needs to be connunicative based,
 
Interaction of second language learners needs to take
 
place in a real rather than contrived situatIonj and a
 
stress-free environnent. Cooperative learning can be
 
enployed to provide a stress-free environnent where
 
second language learners can connunicate with native
 
speakers.
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Recent Studies
 
It seens that language used for conversational
 
purposes is quite different fron language used for school
 
learningi and that the forner develops earlier than the
 
latter (Snowr l^&S).
 
In Krasheh's theoryi focus on the neaningful use of
 
language is requisite to the language acquisition
 
process. Krashen and Terrell (1983) devised the Natural
 
Approach I a nethodology which enphasizes that language
 
acquisition occurs in only one way: by understanding
 
messages. They specifically state that:
 
He acquire language when we obtain conprehensible
 
input I when we understand what we hear or read in
 
another language. This neans that acquisition is
 
based prinarily on what we hear and understand} not
 
what we say. The goalj theni of elenentary
 
language classeS} according to this vieW} is to
 
supply Gonprehensible input} the crucial ingredient
 
in language acquisition and to bring the student
 
to the point where he/she can understand
 
language outside of the classroon. When this
 
happens} the acquirer can utilize the real world as
 
well as the classroon} for progress, (p. 1)
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Chanot*s C1983)theQpy predicts that second language
 
acquis it ion will occur in subject natter classes taught
 
in the second language If the chiId can follow and
 
underStand the 1esson. She a1so believes that chiIdren
 
need to acquire experience and expertise in the
 
functioniil use of language in all areas of the
 
curriculUn.
 
On the other hand I Cunnins (1984)i found evidence
 
that while chiIdren nay pick up oral prof iciency in as
 
1ittle as two yearsj it nay take five to seven years to
 
acquire the "decOnceptualized" language skills necessary
 
to function successfully in an al1 English classroon. A
 
chiId's English ski1Is nay be Judged as "adequate" in an
 
i nfopnal conversat i on» or even on a sinple testi but th i s
 
nay not nean that the child's skills are adequate for
 
understand'^9^ of a concept.
 
Opal proficiency In infopnal convepsatlon and the
 
pivotal role of social Interaction in second language
 
acquisitjon is suppopted by the study done by
 
Hong-Fi1Inope (1985) of Mexican innlg^ chiIdren in the
 
United States. She peports that students who are not
 
proficient in the target language do not provide adequate
 
nodels fOr each other. This is not to sayj however i that
 
all non-native peer groupihg should be avoided. On the
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cbntpapyi such Spoups can ppovide confoptable
 
env i ponnents in which the students can ppact ice gi v1ng
 
output and negotlating fop nean1ng. The dangepj it would
 
seenj cones when non-nat j ve peePS ape the najor source of
 
i nput duping the language acqu i s it ion ppocess. PephapS
 
it is Poptep (1986) who suns it up best:
 
though leapneps cannot ppov^^f^^ each othep with
 
the accupategpannatiCal and soclolinguiStic
 
input that native speakeps can ppovide then,
 
leapneps Ca^ 
 
connunleat i ve ppactice, i ncjuding the negot i ations
 
for neaning that naiy aid secohd language
 
acquisition (1986, p. 220).
 
Effective second language learning can be related to
 
two ppinciples:
 
1. The inteppelatiQnships between graphic and 1inguistic
 
peal izations of neaning (as well as the
 
InteppelatiOnships between the linguistic nodes) can be
 
exploited to nake connun i cat ion cleaper and lowep the
 
language barrier fop students who aPe ieapning subject
 
natter knowiedge in a second language (Eaply, 1989).
 
Both conponents of this ppincipie {gpaphic and
 
1inguistic) ape used in the ppoject ppesented in Chaptep
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3j although the 1inguistic factor figures nore
 
pponinently than does that of the graphic factor.
 
2. Effective learning of a language neans> anong other
 
thingsr "learning to use a language to socializei to
 
iearnj tcj queryi to nake believe and to wonder" (Rigg &
 
Allen, Ills?).
 
In the teaching of ESLj Speakingi listening} and
 
pronunciation need to be placed within the broader
 
context of oral connunication. It falls to the teacher
 
to decide when to work on pronunciation) when to work on
 
broader skills of interpersonal comunicatiorij when to
 
enphasize either speaking) listening) or pronunciation)
 
and when to ain for varying degrees of integration.
 
Murphy (1991) says that well-inforned decisions are
 
grounded in (a) faniliarity with the related literatures;
 
(b) discuissions of issues raised in the literature with
 
colleagues; Cc) teacher experinentation with d i fferent
 
instructional options at the levels of approach) design)
 
and procedure; and (d) regular revision of the
 
curriculun. These efforts should eventually lead to
 
conpetent and fluent presenters in both social and
 
acadenic settings. The conpetency and fluency of the
 
presenters 1 ies at the core of any course in oral
 
comunicat ion desi gned for speakers of Engl i sh as a
 
second language.
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Such a course in oral connunication designed for ESL
 
speakers using real English conversation practices is
 
presented by Keller and Warner (1988). This work
 
presents pronpts that aide the natural sound and flow of
 
an Engl ish conversation. These pronpts are used to
 
introduce a topic of conversation; to link what one has
 
to say to what soneone has just said; to agree or
 
disagree; to respond to what one has heard. Keller &
 
Warner (1988) posit that if conversation occurs without
 
the use of pronptsI "people will think we are very
 
direct} abrupt} and even rude...They (pronpts) show our
 
attitude to the person we are speaking to and to what
 
(s)he is saying" (p. 4).
 
The work of Keller & Warner (1988) uses three kinds
 
of pronpts: opening} linking} and responding. Opening
 
pronpts are used to help introduce ideas into a
 
conversation. They are not only used to start a
 
conversation) but also to introduce new ideas during a
 
conversation. Linking pronpts are used to nove a
 
conversation in a different direction) or give soneone
 
else a chance. Linking pronpts are designed to reduce
 
nisunderstanding between people because Keller and Warner
 
(1988) find that nisunderstanding "cones fron bow they
 
(people) say sonething) not what they say" (p. 35).
 
Responding pronpts allow one to agree or disagree at
 
djffsrent levels, to shov siippr is«i disbeief, op polito
 
]ntepest. Successful convepsations depend paptly on how
 
one pesponds to what other people say. Keller & Warner
 
(19883 also posit that when practic1ng the pronptsi the
 
language Is none mpoptant than the content of what is
 
'said.­
These pponpts used in cohvepsation practices cOuld
 
serve as the design of an oral conrtuhication course for
 
f1uertt English proficient students. Oral f1uency ga i ned
 
in such a course could be perfeGted in a cross-age
 
tutor ing prograh. The cross-age tutor ing prograii could
 
develop the connunicative conpetence of second language
 
learners by providing an avenue for then to practice
 
conversations us ing pronpts learned in second 1anguage
 
acqu!s it ion.
 
SumnarV of Recent Stud i es
 
As in connunicative conpetencej speaking) 1istening)
 
and pronunC i ation ape a1so inportant conponents of second
 
language learni ng. Recent stud ies show that second
 
language acquisition is achieved based on understanding.
 
Suff icient t ine is a necessary conponent to allow the
 
second 1anguage learner to connect the various processes
 
of language learnihg to a cognitive level of acquis it ion.
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This cognitive level can be enhanced by the design of a
 
carp iculufi incoppopating the undepstand i ng of pponpts and
 
then using the pponpts in convepsation ppactices. These
 
practices can than be nade peal by utilizing then in a
 
cposs-age tutoring setting to benefit the social and
 
acadenic pPogpess of all students involved.
 
Sunnapv of Review
 
The explopation of several theopetical positions of
 
cposs-age-tutOpingj oral fluency} conrtunicative
 
conpetence} and second language acquisition on language
 
learning and utilization provide a base fron which a
 
franework for interactive oral connunication can be
 
developed through cross-age tutoring. Opportunities nust
 
be provided for students to practice using language in a
 
range of contexts likely to be encountered in the target
 
culture. Active connunicative interaction anong students
 
nust take place. Opportunities should be provided for
 
students to practice carryIng out a range of functions
 
likely to be necessary in dealing with others in the
 
target culture. Cross-age tutoring is one way in which
 
this can be acconplished. Obviouslyi if second 1anguage
 
students are never given the opportunity to use 1anguage
 
beyond the sentence level in classroort practice
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activitiesi the developnent of these and other inportant
 
discourse skills will be neglected. Again? cross-age
 
tutoring opens up that avenue whereby the second language
 
learner can practice sOne of the newly acquired language
 
in a true-to-life setting with real life results.
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Chapter 3
 
THE PROJECT
 
This project} The Effects of Cross-age Tutoring on
 
the Oral Fluency of Language Minority Students» was
 
developed to integrate real-life situations in a
 
cross-age setting for fluent English proficlent students.
 
A variety of pronpts were included to allow for
 
i ndi V idual differences i n 1anguage abi1ity and i nterest.
 
The English conversational practice activity was chosen
 
to challenge the cross-age tutors to use a variety of
 
pronpt setsj such as opening pronpts and responding
 
pronpts with their kindergarten buddies. Furthernorei
 
the study allows for English conversation practices in a
 
relevant activity. Gross-age tutors develop oral fluency
 
and connunicative conpetence in their second langauge}
 
Engl ish. This project works with and begins to answer
 
the question: "How best do we provide opportunities for
 
our language ninority students to develop oral fluency?"
 
Procedures and Specifications
 
i ■■ 
The real 1ife activity enphasizes basic connunication
 
conpetence through the concept developnent of pronpts as
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a fieahs to aehiev^ oral fluency. The actlyity consists
 
of using 'Asking for Infopnation' pronpts (Set 1)> such
 
as "I'd like to know. Telling a Story' pronpts (Set
 
2)i such as "Firstt" and 'Showing Interest' pronpts (Set
 
3)} such as "fiight." Set 1 has four pronptsi Set 2 has
 
nine pronpts and Set 3 has six pronpts. (see Appendix A)
 
These pronpts are avai1able in the work by Keller and
 
Narner (1988) nentioned in Chapter i. Both the cross-age
 
tutoring and the pronpt activities are a supplenent to
 
the district adopted progran. Each activity asks the
 
language ninority student to work with soneone in order
 
to engage in conversations. Each set of pronpts in
 
Keller and Marner's book has fron three to sixteen
 
pronpts.
 
The activity used in this project and shown
 
graphically on the next pagej centered around the
 
gathering of a story based on the cross-age tutor's
 
conputer generated picture fron the conputer prOgran
 
"Kidwriter" by J. & J. Pejsa (1984)(see Appendix B) and
 
the tutor's ability to use the pronpts to help elicit a
 
story fron the kindergarten buddy. The activity includes
 
steps that lead to the developnent of oral fluencyj using
 
suitable phrases or pronpts to develop a storyj and
 
1istening to other people to show interest. The 'Showing
 
Interest' set includes three different responses. The
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Graphic of Ppoject
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Phase 1
 
Computer Graphics
 
I Week; IPeriod
 
A.
 
Phase 2
 
introduction, Instruction &
 
Demonstration of Prompts
 
IWeek; 2Periods
 
Phase 3
 
Practice of Prompts
 
Peer Setting
 
1 Week 2Periods
 
Phase 4
 
Story Gathering in
 
Cross-age Tutoring Setting
 
3Weeks: 3Periods
 
Control Group
 
Phase 5
 
Story Gathering in
 
Cross-age Tutoring Setting
 
2Weeks: 3Periods
 
Control & Treatment Groups
 
Phase 6
 
Drafts of Stories
 
Compiled on Computer
 
3Weeks:6Periods
 
X
 
Treatment Group
 
Phase 7
 
Commentaries
 
5WeeksLater:1Period
 
■ ■ ■ €1 
cposs-age tutor could sinply use one of the phrases in
 
the 'Showing Interest' setj such as "OKj" or use the
 
phrases wh/ie the kindergartner is speakingj wait for
 
pauses or for the kindergartner to finish speaking. This
 
and other actiVities 1ike it consists of ideas and
 
sitaations that could be developed as supplefiental
 
language and conversation actlvities in conjunction with
 
any ESL prograh.
 
The pronptsi chosen by the teacherj were arranged by
 
topic and activity to enhance the different stages of
 
language fluency anong the cross-age tutors.
 
r-H rt o-i- n n -f I r\rt ^ ^ +
 
uwif f ypi Ui yrig i g
 
A thorough research of the literature was nade to
 
attain cross-age tutoring activities and studies?
 
including oral fluericy referencesj connunicative
 
conpetence projects and second language acquisition
 
prograns. A true-to-Iife situation was chosen which
 
could be conpleted with a nininun of preparation by the
 
teacher and conpleted independently by language ninority
 
students with a fluent level of English proficiency. The
 
sane procedupe was used in gathering the data fron both
 
the cross-age tutors' group and the control group of
 
nat ive Engl ish speakers. This iricludsd a tr iad conposed
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of; (1) a kindergaplner (the stopytelier)? (2) the
 
cposs-age tutop using a pponpt such as "Could you tell
 
lie...?" (the pponpi usep) and (3) a data coMectop (the
 
pponpt countep).
 
The pponpts chosen wepe bpiefj using cleap and
 
concise language. Only the language nlnoplty students
 
wepe asked to ppactice the pponpts once anong thenselves
 
usiriQ the tplad fopnat. The ppactice Included all sixth
 
graders as stopytellePi pponptep and collectop. Because
 
this activity was going to use only pictupes to genepate
 
a stopy fpon a klndepgaptnePs only wopdless pictupe books
 
were used fop ppactice with the peep gpoUp. The teachep
 
circulated and observed to see that the task was ppopepTy
 
understood and neanlngful ppactice was attained by all
 
subjects. A review oFtheip tally sheet was discussed so
 
the students could see how well the Ip ppactice had gone.
 
i^ata Needed
 
To obtain the necessapy data the ppoject Inciuded:
 
1) IntpoductIon to and instpuctIon
 
in the use of pponpts
 
2) Ppactice with sevepal pponpts
 
3) A real 1ife activity
 
4} A cdnpITatIon of a final ppoduct
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5) A of erdss-age tutors
 
6) A cortroi
 
In order to utilize a design of two groups - a
 
control group and a treatnent group(2) X pronpt use
 
frequencies (2) X oral fluency levels (3) several phases
 
were i nit i ated whIch are expla i ned i n detail under
 
Hfit.hodo1oQY in thIs chapter. Pr ior to the eross-age
 
tutoring periods the subjects created a conputer
 
generated picture using the computer prograR entitled
 
■ "K^dwrfter:^:^l, 
^ubjests v,':. ,. ■; 
The subjects cam fron an elenentary school serving 
K-6 students frof! three cit ies in Southern Cal i fornia. 
The student population of the school was 879 at the tIne 
of the study. The school profile of ethnic population 
was 434 Hispanies (49.4X) j 249 Ang1os (28.4X)r 170 Blacks 
(19,442}, and 26 Others {2.62>. The school serv ices 146 
Linited Engli sh Prdf ic ient (LEP) students. The students 
cane fron a niddle socio-eConon!G level in the 
connunitles served by the school. Of the fourteen 
elenentary schools in the district - the school used in 
this Study ranked seventh. 
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There were 16 subjects (9 nales & 7 fena1es) i n the
 
treatnent group ransing in age fron 10 to 13 years. They
 
viere all of HIspanic ethnIcIty. There were 16 subjects
 
(9 nales i 7 fenales) in the control group also ranging
 
in age fron 10 to 13 years. There were 5 Caucasiansj 6
 
Afro^Anerlcans and 5 Hispanics, All 16 subjects of the
 
control group had Engl1sh as the i r nat1ve 1anguage. A11
 
participating subjects were sixth graders. Sone subjects
 
in both groups also used the services of an instruotional
 
aidej a 1Ibrary clerkj a health aIdei and a counseling
 
intervention specialist. An instruct ional aide worked
 
with 12 subjects in the treatnent group and 7 subjects in
 
the control group. The 1ibrary clerk worked with all
 
subjects fron both the treatnent and control groups. A
 
health aide worked with 1 subject fron both the treatnent
 
and control group. A counseling intervent ion spec i alist
 
worked with 3 subjects fron the treatrterit group and 1
 
subject fron the control group. Horking with all
 
subjects in the treatnent group only was a bilingual
 
instnuciional aide. One nale subject in the treatnent
 
group required the services of 2 instructional aides for
 
the visually handicapped. The trestnent group was
 
enrolled in a bilingual sixth grade class nunbering 23
 
students. The control group was enrolled in a
 
non-bilingual sixth grade class nunbering 27 students.
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The kindergapineps tuloped by the tpeatnent gpoup wepe
 
enpoMed in a P.M. kindepgapten of 30 students with 17
 
nales and 13 fenales. They ranged in age fpon 5 to 6
 
years. The kindergartners tutored by the control group
 
were enrolled In an A.M. kindergarten of 32 students with
 
11 nales and 21 fenales. They ranged In age fron 5 to 6
 
years.
 
Hethodology
 
Preparation and execution of the project's phases
 
then proceeded as follows:
 
Treatnent Group
 
PHASE 1 - Great Ion of conputer generated graphics for
 
picture storytellIng. Tine: 1 fifty nlnute period
 
1
 
PERIOD .1/
 
A period was scheduled In the conputer lab so the
 
subjects could prepare their conputer generated graphics
 
for the storytelling activity of phase 3.
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PHASE 2 - Intpoductloni instruction and denonstpation of
 
pponpts by teachep. Tine: 2 forty ninute periods
 
HEEK 2
 
PERIOD 1
 
The teachep introduced the subjects to a definition
 
of pponpts. instPuctioR in the use of pronpts for
 
openIRQ convepsationsi for linking conyersatIons fron one
 
subject natter to anothepj and for responding to people
 
while engaged in conversations was discussed and
 
denonstrated through spontaneous conversations with
 
subjects as volunteers throughout the lesson. The
 
teacher concluded the lesson by having subjects copy down
 
a set of six 1 inking pronpts entitled 'Denanding
 
Explanations' which they were to prat ice for one week.
 
WEEK 2
 
PERIOD 2
 
Once the subjects were fanilar with the fornat of
 
using pronpts? a second lesson introduced then to the
 
opening and responding pronpts needed for the project
 
activity itself. Three sets were introduced. They
 
included:
 
1. Four opening pronpts entitled 'Asking for Infornation'
 
2. Nine opening pronpts entitled 'Telling a Story'
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3. Si X pespdnd i ng pronpts ent itled 'Showins Intepest'
 
(See Appendix A)
 
The subjects wene given the pest of the week to
 
fanilarize themselves with the profipts and were
 
eocoupaged to tpy then put on one anothep.
 
PHASE 3 - faniliapity and ppactice of pponpts using
 
wordless picture books to elicit story fron own peers iri
 
tp i ads. No cposs-age tutor i ng used dur ing th i s phase.
 
Tinei 2 fifty ninute periods
 
.•NEEK-3. ■ ;. ■ ■■ 
PERIOD 1
 
The teacher forned selected triads of storyteller?
 
pponpter? and data collectop. The triads wepe selected
 
in order to ensure that only language ninority students
 
were practicing the pronpts. The pronptep could use
 
his/her sheet of pronpts if they still felt insecure.
 
Each group was given two wordless picture books fron
 
which the stopytellep was to tell a story while the
 
pponptep used the pronpts fpon the various sets of
 
pronpts to keep the storyteli ing and conversation alive.
 
The only nenber of the triad with a 1ist of the prompts
 
was the data collector? whose task was to tally the
 
pronpts.
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.WEEK-vS;,,
 
PERIOD 2
 
A second period was used to rotate the triad once to
 
enable the storyteller and pronpter to switch roles. The
 
sane data collector was used for both periods,
 
PHASE 4 - Use of conputer generated pictures and pronpts
 
in cross-age tutdbing Setting eliciting stories fron
 
kindergartners. Tine: 8 weeks of th irty hinute per i odsj
 
Tuesday through Thursday.
 
■WEEKS.:#' 6:­
Subjects went to a biiingual kindergarten class as a 
cross-age tutor to work with their kindergarten buddy. 
They were supplied with their conputer generated graphic, 
a pane11, 3 piece of paper? their knowTedge of opening 
and responding pronpts ? and one data collector equipped 
with a data sheet and pencil. Only two triads worked 
each period. A span of three weeks was necessary as sone 
afternoon periods were cancelled due to schooi-wide 
act ivit ies. The per iods were also linited to afternoon 
sessions for the language ninorty group since the 
kindergarten class net in the afternoon. 
Control Group
 
The contpol group was not taught the pronpts nor did
 
they work with the sane group of kIndergartners. They
 
gathered their stories in a separate session.
 
PH/ISE 5 - Tr iads forned of net i ve Engl ish speakers for
 
cross-age tutor Ing setting to elicit stor ies fron nat ive
 
English speaking kindergartners. Tine: 2 weeks of thirty
 
ninute periods} Tuesday through Thursday.
 
WEEKS 7 - 8
 
No instruction on the use of pronpts was used with
 
this group. The only supplies were a conputer generated
 
picture} a piece of paper} and a pencil. The sane triad
 
fornat of cross-age tutor} kindergartener as storyteller}
 
and a data collectdr was used for the native English
 
speakers as well. The control group was different in that
 
they were linited to nornlng cross-age tutoring sessions
 
as the kindergarten they worked with was a non-bilingual
 
a.n. kindergarten.
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Control and Treatnent groups
 
Tally sheets of pronpt use frequencies were gathered
 
fron each group. The treatnent group had two tallies
 
coTlected fron each participating individual - one for
 
their practice session and one for their cross-age
 
tutoring session. The control group had only one tally
 
sheet collected during their cross-age tutoring session.
 
PHASE 6 - Rough draft copies of the elicited stories were
 
collected fron both groups for transcription to the
 
'Kidwriter' conputer progpan for final publication by the
 
cross-age tutors. Tine: 2-3 periods of conputer lab
 
for 2 - 3 weeks
 
NEEKS 9 - li
 
Subjects fron both groups used conputer lab periods
 
to proofread} transcribe and conpile stories gathered
 
fron their kindergarten buddies. Fron these conpilations
 
storybooks were published for each kindergarten.
 
PHASE 7 - Student connentaries on the usefulness and
 
helpfulness of the pronpts collected fron Treatnent Group
 
students. Tine: One 30 ninute period.
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;HEEK
 
Subjects fpon the Tpeatnent Group ^rote a connentary
 
on how the pronpts helpec! then with the task of gathering
 
a story fron their klndergartner in the cross-age
 
setting. Recollection of the nunber of pronpts
 
renenbered was also recorded in their connentaries. (see
 
Appendix C for exanples)
 
Data Collection
 
Levels of oral proficiehcy were Investigated and
 
recorded for all subjects in the treatnent and control
 
group. ThpQA TaupIc; vppa hagfiri nn thft Individual
 
Profic ifincv Test (IPT) published in 1979 and 1982 by
 
Ballard and Tighe. Notes were takeri as to the language
 
status of all subjects participating and were divided
 
into three groups: English Only (EO)i Bilingual Fluent
 
English Proficient [(FEP) a nastery level]t and Bi1ingual
 
United Engl ish Prof icient (LEP), Both the FEP and LEP
 
des i gnations were based on the resource spec i alist's
 
bil ingual files, fanily language survey sheets and IPT
 
tests as recorded by the school distr ict i n the Language
 
Asessnent Genter. The EO designations were based on the
 
fanily language surveys and teacher interview of
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subjects.
 
The IPT was used to detepfiine levels of oral fluency
 
and English language ppoficiency. The tally sheets wepe
 
used and data collected to detepfiine the fpequency use of
 
the pponpts. A poptfolio of the subjects' wopK while
 
us ing the pponpts was kept Top publlcation of theip
 
collected stopies. With th^ datai the study wl11 give
 
pesults of opal fluency in a cposs-age tutop ing settIng.
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Chapter 4
 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
 
The Treatnent Group was conposed of sixth grade
 
tutors referred to as Linited English Proficient (LEP).
 
The Control Group was conposed of sixth grade tutors
 
referred to as Native English Only (NED). Both groups
 
worked with kindergarten tutees. The first hypothesis
 
states that the LEP Treatnent Group will use nore pronpts
 
in English with kindergarten tutees than the NEC Control
 
Group.
 
For each LEP subjectj two statistics were calculated:
 
(a) the nean nunber of pronpt uses and (b) the ratio of
 
pronpt uses in the training session to the total nunber
 
of pronpt uses in the cross-age tutoring session.
 
Figures in this propject are presented in pairs. The
 
odd nunber figures always refer to the LEP Treatnent
 
Group while the even nunber figures always refer to the
 
NEO Control Group.
 
The NiIcoxon Test was used to conpare treatnent and
 
control groups on cross-age tutoring total pronpt use.
 
For both the LEP and NED groups there was no significant
 
differences when considering the total pronpt use for
 
each subject (see Figures 1 & 2).
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This sane test was pun thpee other tines in order to
 
conpare treatnent and control groups when the total
 
pronpts were broken down into three categories. These
 
categor ies included: (1) 'Asking for 1nfornation'j (23
 
'Telling a Story'j and (3) 'Showing Interest'.
 
The total use count of each pronpt in the 'Asking for
 
Infornation' (13 category of the LEP treatnent group is
 
represented by Figure 3 while the total use count of each
 
pronpt in the sane category (1) of the NEO control group
 
i s represented by F i gure 4, No stat i stically s i gn i f icant
 
differences were found between trea and control
 
groups in tbe "Asking for Tnfprnation' cateaory.
 
The total use Count of each pronpt in the 'Telling a
 
Story' (2) categopy of the LEP treatnent group is
 
represented by Figure 5 while the total use count of each
 
pronpt in the sane category (2) of the NEO control grOup
 
is represented by Figure 6. The Hilcoxbn Test was Used
 
to conpare treatnent and control groups frequency count
 
of pronpt use in the 'Teliing a Story' category. The
 
value yielded fron this test was 19. Nhen cheeked with a
 
table of NiIcoxOn's prnhahi1 it ies fnr SignificanGe a
 
value of 21 or less proved to be significant at the .05
 
level. Therefore this conparison proved statIscally
 
significant beyond tho .05 level of significahce. Thus
 
it was coriciuded that the treatnent group's (LEP
 
7?
 
Figure 3 
Treatment Group 
Asking for Information 
Prompt Uses 
25 
■c 
=J 1 5 
o 
O 
H. 
E 
2 
CL 10 
I'd like to know I'm interested in Gould you tell me Do you know 
Prompts 
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Figure 4
 
Control Group
 
Asking for Information
 
Prompt Uses
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students) pponpt uses for the 'Telling a Story' category
 
was significantly nore frequent than that of the control
 
group (NEO students).
 
The total use count of each pronpt in the 'Showing
 
Interest' (3)category of the LEP treatnent group is
 
represented by Figure 7 while the total use count of each
 
pronpt in the sane category (3) of the NEO control group
 
is represented by Figure 8. No statistically significant
 
differences were found between treatnent and control
 
groups in the 'Showing Interest' category.
 
For each LEP and NEO sub.iect, post Indiuidual
 
Proficiehcv Test (IPT) levels were calculated and pre IPT
 
levels of LEP students only were also calculated for
 
statistical purposes. Figure 9 shows the IPT level of
 
each subject In the LEP group while Figure 10 shows the
 
IPT levels of each subject in the NEO group. IPT I score
 
levels are designated by letter score levels fron A
 
through F and M. These letter score levels are also
 
assigned three English speaking designations based on
 
grade level at the tine of testing. The sixth grade
 
subjects of this research were based on testing for third
 
through sixth grades. The th^ designations for these
 
grade levels were: (1) NES (Non-English Speaking) with
 
correspond i ng 1etter score leve1s of Ai B, and Ci (2) LES
 
(Lifiited English Speaking) with corresponding letter
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score levels of D and Ei (3) FES (Fluent English
 
Speaking) vfith coppesponding letter score levels of F and
 
M. 	M also was designated as 'Masterv of Test."
 
in order to be able to use these designated levels
 
for Statistical purposesi it was nescessary to assign a
 
nunerical value to the letter score. These nunerical
 
values and designations were as follows:
 
SCORE LEVELS DESIGNATIONS NUMERICAL VALUES 
A NES 1 
B NES 2 
C NES 3 
D LES 4 
E LES 5 
F FES 6 
H FES 7 
With these nunerical values assigned, the Wilcoxon
 
Test was used again to conpare treatnent and control
 
groups on IPT levels. The conparisons were calculated
 
two tines on the following conbinations: (1) LEP post and
 
NEO post} (2) LEP pre and NEO post. One nore conparison
 
was calculated to conpare pre and post IPT levels of the
 
LEP group alone. No statistically significant
 
d ifferences were found between any of the post to post or
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pre to post IPT levels.
 
For this peasoni descriptive analyses were used to
 
supplenent the Milcoxon Test. A review and discussion of
 
the treatfient groups' practice session and tally sheets
 
was held to see how well the practice had gone. This
 
generated nore interest for the cross-age tutoring
 
activity and they looked forward to trying their pronpts
 
in the real-life situatiorii gathering a story fron their
 
kindergartner for future anthologies as a whole language
 
teaching activity.
 
for all pronpts usedi a nean of frequericy count for
 
the treatnent group was conpared with a nean of frequency
 
count For the control group. During the training
 
sessionsj the treatnent group was using nore pronpts than
 
the control group (a nean of 16 pre-treatnent of LEP
 
conpared with a nean of 14 post control of NEO) Nhen
 
post treatnent was conpared with post control pronpt use
 
they were different with an LEP nean of 18 and an NEO
 
nean of 14. The cross-age tutoring pronpt use frequency
 
counts recorded fron the two groups were conparable (288
 
treatnent} 226 control) as shown in Figures 1 1 2 where
 
total pronpt use of each subject can be seen.
 
Seven weeks after the cross-age tutoring
 
story-gathering activity with kindergartnersi a statenent
 
was collected fron the treatnent group connenting on the
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usefulness of the pnGnpts for their English conversations
 
with theip tutees (see Appendix C). They had pefienbeped
 
a nean of 8 pponpts of the 19 pponpts op igi nally used.
 
The ppoofPeadihgi rev i sion and coripilation of the
 
stopy with gPaphies done duping Phase 2 of the pPDject>
 
included ah anthology of the Joint effopts of
 
Kindepgaptnep and cposs-age tutop stopies i nto book fopn
 
fsee Appendix D fop 2 sanple stopies). The anthology for
 
the school 1ibrapy helped nake the activity nope true to
 
life and also gave the ppoject puppose in the eyes of the
 
cposs-age tutors.
 
It was not possible to nake a totally satIsfactopy
 
natching of subjects on IPT levels. The NEO group was
 
expected to all be M (Mastery) level because they were
 
al1 native EnglIsh speakers. Consequently! only post IPT
 
]evels were collected and recorded fron the NEO group.
 
On1 y at that 11ne and after the cross-age tutor i ngi story
 
gather i ng acti vityi was it d1scovered that 3 of the NEO
 
students were actually at a LES level, The intent ion had
 
been to conpare LES & FES levels fron LEP subjects
 
against all FES levels fron NED subjects. The nean post
 
IPT level was 6 for the LEP group and 7 for the NEO
 
group. Both of these nean Scores were FES designations.
 
The IPT levels indicate no statistically significant
 
differences between treatnent group and control group
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subjects.
 
The total pronpt use count for each of the three
 
categories for the LEP treatnent group is represented by
 
Figure 11 while the total pronpt use count for each of
 
the three categories for the NEO control group is
 
represented by Figure 12. Figures 11 and 12 represent a
 
stair-step pattern of pronpt use which indicates an
 
[ncrease of oral fluency of the treatnent group CLEP)
 
when conpared with the control group (NEO). Data
 
collected on catagorizedpronpts corroborate this
 
hypothesis: There were statistleally s ign i f icant
 
differences between treatnent group and;control group
 
subjects in the frequency count of 'Telling a Story'
 
pronpt uses in the cross-age tutoring setting.
 
A second hypothesis investigated whether LEP subjects
 
who gained frequency counts of pronpt uses fron pre to
 
post sessions also gained in IPT levels. Eight LEP
 
subjects qualified for this investigation.
 
One subject gained 2 IPT levels. Four subjects
 
gained 1 IPT level. Two subjects naintained sane IPT
 
levels. One subject regressed 2 IPT levels. This nay be
 
significant although it nust be renenbered that this
 
accounts for 50^ of the NEO group. The IPT levels did
 
not neasure gains in oral fluency for 6 of the nore
 
proficient subjects who had ceiling scores of 7 on the
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Figure 11
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Figure 12 
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pre and post IPX levels were 0. Thus the IPX level
 
neasures used in the research nay not have been sensitive
 
enough to reflect differences.
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Chaptep 5
 
DISCUSSION
 
Interpretat ion
 
The effectiveness of the cross-age tutoring sessions
 
as an oral fluency technique for language ninority
 
students was exanined. An attenpt to enhance oral
 
fluency was nade through the use of pronpts as a neans to
 
connunicate nore conpetently wh ile acqu i r i ng Engl1sh as a
 
second language.
 
This project showed significant differences in the
 
treatnent and control groups in frequency of pronpts used
 
to kindergrtners in the cross-age tutoring setting when
 
using 'Telling a Story' pronpts. Howeveri differences
 
between treatnent and control groups were not evidenced
 
when the subjects were observed in use of 'Asking for
 
Infornation' pronpts and 'Showing Interest' pronpts. It
 
is possible that the significant use of the 'Telling a
 
Story' pronpts by the treatnent group sinply suited the
 
activity and eased the flow Of conversation for the
 
language ninority student so as to help hin/her with the
 
oral fluency of the task. It is also possible that the
 
conpetence to connunicate was enhanced by the use of
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pponpts. All subjects were able to successfully pecordj
 
cofipile and tpanscpibe a stopy fpon theip kindepgapten
 
tutee. Being as all subjects used pponpts> it is also
 
concluded that the pponpts wepe helpful in successfully
 
conpleting the activity.
 
A conpapison of tpeatnent and contpol medians of
 
fpequency counts fop ppompts used with kindepgaptneps in
 
the cposs-age tutoping session indicates that subjects in
 
the tpeatment gpoup wepe using the same amount of ppompts
 
with the kindepgaptneps as those in the contpol gpoup.
 
HowevePi aftep compaping the means and finding a
 
diffepence of 4 pointsi the tpeatment gpoup was using
 
mope ppompts with theip kindepgaptneps than the contPol
 
gpoup. One possible explanation fop the difference
 
between tpeatment and contPol gpoups is that the
 
peceptivity of the LEP students to using ppompts with
 
theip kindepgaptneps may have incpeased as a pesult of
 
the ppactice sessions among theip own peeps» which
 
focused on incpeasing opal fluency and ppoviding a means
 
of incpeasing communicative commpetence with the use of
 
ppompts.
 
OR
 
ii<> S rvr%fk
 
WVilW^ Ua I Viig
 
The inability to investigate the gains op losses in
 
IPT levels point up the diff iculty of f inding tests that
 
are sens it ive Pleasures of Engl ish acqu is it ion. The
 
language proficiency test used in this research did not
 
differentiate enough anong the subjects to allow testing
 
the significance of IPT levels. Future investigations
 
should use tests that are sensitive enough to nake it
 
possible to correlate language proficiency with data on
 
linguistic interactions. In additioni the language
 
proficiency test used was not sensitive to the kind of
 
language that children night acquire through
 
connunlcation in a natural setting. An inportant
 
contribution to nore effective studies in second language
 
acqu i s it ion would be the developing of a su itable neasure
 
of connunicative conpetence and oral fluency that can be
 
inplenented with students in the elenentary grades.
 
An incorrect assunption was nade regarding the
 
language proficiency of the native speakers in the
 
control group. It was assuned that all native speakers
 
would be at a Fluent Engl ish Speaking level. Having piade
 
that assunption} ho pre-test was run on the NEO subjects
 
of the control group. Only a post-test was run and at
 
that tine it was discovered that sone native English
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speakers were actually Linited English Speaking.
 
Thereforei sone results nay have been skewed. It isj
 
thereforej the researcher's reconnendation that pre and
 
post tests be run on nat1ve EngliSh speakers as wel1 as
 
second 1anguage acqu i s it ion students.
 
Although there were no statistically significant
 
differences between the pre and post tests of the
 
treatnent group? this (LEP) group did nake sone gains in
 
their IPT levels. The gains seen to attest to the
 
effectiveness of the cross-age tutoring technique for
 
language learning along with the use of the pronpts as an
 
effective tool for English conversation both in practice
 
and cross-age tutoring settings.
 
The results fron this research show how difficult it
 
is to increase the oral fluency of English that LEP
 
Hispanic students speak to their kindergarten tutees.
 
The cross-age tutoring helped to increase the students'
 
English language proficiency or to prevent it fron
 
decreasing except in the case of one subject who did
 
decrease the level of proficiency by 2 levels. The
 
pronpt-use trainingi however» was strong enough to change
 
the language-i nteract ion patterns of the subject. All
 
subjects in the treatnent group were able to successfully
 
use the 'Tell ing a Story' pronpts to a significant degree
 
to gather a story fron each of their kindergartners.
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Seven weeks following the last cposs-age tutoring
 
sessioni the tpeatnent group had renenbered a nean of 8
 
pronpts of the 19 pronpts originallly used.
 
The publication of the students' stories and donating
 
the book to the school libraryj where all their peers can
 
see and read their works? raises the self-esteen of the
 
language ninority student and encourages then to develop
 
further connunicative conpetence through the oral fluency
 
that cones fron the practice of conversational pronpts.
 
Inp]Icat ions
 
These findings suggest that cross-age tutoring nay be
 
an effect i ve neans of encouraging interact ion between
 
language ninority students acquiring English and their
 
tutees. This nay in turn enhance English language
 
proficiency. The findings also indicate that cross-age
 
tutoring nay be a pronisingESL technique for developing
 
the oral f1uency and connunicat i ve conpetence of the
 
3anguage ninority student. Hhile the study provides a
 
source for English conversation practices and a relevant
 
activity for cross-age tutors which appears to facilitate
 
the deveiopnent of oral fluency and connunicative
 
conpetence of a language ninority student working with
 
English as his/her second languagei the study also points
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out the difficulty of properly assessing the language
 
minority student's oral fluency due to the lack of a
 
neasurenent tool sensitive enough to measure the
 
communicative competence of the elementary student.
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Appendix A
 
PRiMPTi
 
ASKING FOR INFORMATION
 
I'd 1ike to Know...
 
rn i ntepested in..._
 
Could you telI ne...?
 
Do you know...t
 
TELLING A STORY
 
First
 
Fipst of alli_
 
To begin withi.
 
Theni_
 
Aftep thatI.
 
So.
 
So theni
 
At the endi.
 
Finallyi
 
SHOWING INTEREST
 
Right..
 
0K._
 
Yes?_
 
And?
 
Realiy?_
 
And then?.
 
iOl
 
Appendix 
B


 
Kidwriter 
Graphic
 
8=':.
 
J
i
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Appendi x C
 
Student Connentaries
 
Exanple of students' Connentaries on the pronptsj 7
 
weeks after the cross-age tutoring sessions
 
S-1-93
 
tk/i. S JjtWJuLl XrtL/if^
 
yyriahju /Li^i\'jLjU'{^'4y}j0Y\JL/V
 
ymjJbu JJt Q/ujjw itief SCkh /<
 
^ yijLyr£^rnJ-tA/
 
Ju
 (Jbr^ru^^YTUj JLo-f^-Ajin^^AAiyy"^^ --tuzu­
jttf COnMMri/ xi
 
Juryy^ ^tkjiAjL/ j
 
<//U^ OAJL oSiX
 
xjf yAJLnrn^'^f-y'x^tji^ .
 
J AJiYrdiy\.-y-Xx£yv a):ij)-uX 4*
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Appendix C
 
Student Connentaries
 
MA\Jiib hkiA/rv -'diu/yny rJl 
ZfJ^ 
\,lr(.l.dJ.Ld£y 
[yV 1!ha.J^ ij,,^^ ijJJ^^yyiL>, "fyhi^ oeL&pt^ Q^ 
,4'CrrrJL/ ..^b€LAt^ 
Jckjtyy^ oUJi 0^ Jjtyl^ "iJlc ti^ ^..^£^LAyY\J^Oyt^. -ii^rUr^ JL-
dLAJyU^r^ -^-a^TTri^*^.
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Appendix D
 
Sanple Stories
 
1
 
i
 
I ill! II
 
One day an airplane droMned in the sea
 
heeays€r it was too heavy. Then a boy
 
drowned. I cane in a boat to help hin
 
That was the end of the day.
 
Stcsry by Juanito^K
 
Craphics & coupilation by Paul^6 TG^Sl
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Appendix D
 
Sanple Stories
 
II I
 l!
 
9 HI '11
 
I
 
J ipiiw
 
sU
 
m
 
There are people in the snoiw. There
 
also is a dog and cat. The people lioe
 
in a house. The people have an orange
 
car. Mhen they looked up to the sky
 
they saw an airplane and also clouds.
 
There are children playing.
 
Story by Juan^K
 
Graphic^s Ife coiipilation by Jose-^G TG^Sll
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